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How to work with app reviews checklist.
Stats show that 79% of users check reviews before downloading an app. This
means if you want to win a customer, you need to keep a close eye on reviews, no
matter the stage your company is at right now.
Besides the app rating, app reviews also affect the app's overall store performance.
This means that your app visibility and position in charts (read how many users will
see you in app stores) depends on app reviews. As you can see, it's a great leverage
tool that should be incorporated not only in community or customer support
routine but also in the tasks of marketing and product teams.
Below we have gathered a checklist for you to use when managing reviews; it will
be useful both for beginners and everyone who's looking to step their review
management game up.

Part 1. Get insights from user feedback:
The work with ratings and reviews may benefit the whole team - from the product
owner to the marketing team members. The following points will tell you how.
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Get feature requests and insights from the user's suggestions
Sometimes the product team's attention may be focused on something else and it's definitely worth paying
attention to the ideas of your loyal users. It's not a rare case when the users may suggest you improve or
add some new features that will enhance the user experience.

Check out your competitors feedback
When we are speaking about marketing, one of the good tactics is to monitor the market, track the
competitor performance and changes. The same thing we can say about user's feedback. Monitoring the
reviews of the competitor's core audience may bring you the fresh ideas and understanding of what the

core audience cares about.
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Analyze the text reviews to find and solve critical issues and minor bugs you
may miss
Even the best QA managers can not test every possible scenario given the variety of available devices.

We recommend to pay attention to bug reports in reviews, you may (Ind rare and unexpected cases
there.
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Don't remove your answers after the review update.
Keep the history of communication. Sometimes users tend to change their review several times.
Keeping history will allow you to be up-to-date with the whole situation.

Track the dynamic of review updates to adapt replying strategy
Speaking about templates, auto-replies, or any other replying strategies, the perfect way to
understand how it's working and its effect is to track the review updates dynamic. If you spot that
reviews are receiving negative updates, double-check the method, and test a new approach.

Track the average response time and keep it above the benchmark
Based on our expertise, the recommended response time in the App Store is about 1-3 hours, and in
Google Play - about 1 hour. According to research, during this time there is a chance to start a
dialogue with the user and influence the review's rating.
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